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A B S T R A C T

Bismuth oxyiodide has attracted strong interest as a nano-engineered material for high-performance
electrodes in photoelectrochemical (PEC) cells. Herein, we demonstrate the visible-light-sensitive PEC
photocathodes based on nano-engineered bismuth oxyiodide (BiOI). The photocathodes are comprised of
plasmonic Au nanoparticles (NPs) on hydrogen-reduced BiOI (H-BiOI) nanoﬂake arrays. The BiOI-based
photocathodes exhibit an AM 1.5 photocurrent of 3.6  0.1 mA/cm2 at 0 V vs reversible hydrogen
electrode. We attribute the enhanced photoreduction performance of our photocathodes to three factors
that increase the formation and separation rates of electron-hole pairs for photocatalysis. Firstly, the
small thickness of the nanoﬂakes facilitates the diffusion of minority carriers to the surfaces before their
recombination. Secondly, the hydrogenation-induced oxygen vacancies in H-BiOI lead to increased
acceptor density. Lastly, plasmonic effects in Au NPs enhance the light absorption, hot-carrier injection,
and resonant energy transfer in the composite electrodes. Our experiments are coupled to optical
simulations. This work demonstrates the tremendous potential of coupling plasmonic effects with nanoengineering to innovate visible-light-sensitive photocathodes for the realization of efﬁcient PEC cells.
ã 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Photoelectrochemical (PEC) cells split water into hydrogen and
oxygen using sunlight. The production of chemical fuels by solar
energy conversion is a sustainable solution to the present energy
problem [1–3]. There are enormous research efforts in exploring
new semiconductor materials as efﬁcient photoelectrodes to
enhance PEC efﬁciency, which depends on light absorption, charge
separation, transportation, and recombination processes at the
electrodes [4–6]. Since wide-bandgap semiconductors such as
TiO2, ZnO, SnO2, and WO3 have a limited ability to absorb visible
light [7–10], narrow-bandgap semiconductors have been highly
pursued.
Due to its small bandgap of 1.6–1.9 eV and unique structures,
bismuth oxyiodide (BiOI) is one of the most attractive visible-lightdriven photocatalysts [11–14]. BiOI has an open, layered crystal
structure consisted of [Bi2O2]2+ layers sandwiched between two
slabs of halogen ions [15]. The interleaved layer structure between
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positive [Bi2O2]2+ slabs and negative iodide slabs builds spontaneous internal static electric ﬁelds, which facilitate the effective
charge separation and transfer [11,16,17]. The dispersive band
characteristics of BiOI could also contribute to the high photocatalytic activity since multiple pathways are allowed for the
excitation of electrons. However, BiOI photoelectrodes have
exhibited low photocatalytic efﬁciency due to the limited
conductivity and high recombination rate of photogenerated
charge carriers. Herein, we demonstrate high-performance BiOIbased photocathodes by synergizing hydrogenation, nanostructuring, and plasmonic effects of Au nanoparticles (NPs).
The ﬁeld of plasmonics has expanded rapidly for many
applications such as solar water splitting and solar cells due to
the unique capability of plasmonic nanostructures in managing
light at the nanoscale [18–21]. Other applications include nearﬁeld optics [22,23], surface-enhanced spectroscopy [24,25],
plasmon waveguides [26], biomedical imaging [27], metamaterials
[28], and medicine [29,30]. The advantages of plasmonic nanostructures in solar-energy harvesting applications are multifold
[31,32]. Plasmonic nanostructures have been found to enhance the
solar-energy conversion efﬁciency in the PEC cells via multiple
mechanisms: (i) plasmon-induced hot electron injection into the
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conduction band of the semiconductors (n-type) [33], (ii) nearﬁeld electromagnetic concentration for enhanced light absorption
by the semiconductors [34], (iii) plasmon resonance energy
transfer (PRET) from plasmonic nanostructures to the adjacent
semiconductors, (iv) plasmonic heating, and (v) plasmon-enhanced light scattering [35]. With a proper design of the composite
photoelectrodes consisted of plasmonic and semiconductor nanostructures, one can fully exploit the plasmonic effects to enhance
the energy efﬁciency of PEC cells. Meanwhile, controlling oxygen
vacancies in semiconductor electrodes has proven to be effective in
enhancing PEC performance [36–38].
Herein, we show that hydrogen-reduced BiOI (H-BiOI) nanoﬂakes arrays (NFAs) incorporating plasmonic Au NPs work as
photocathodes for efﬁcient PEC water reduction, which exhibits
both improved photocurrent response and solar energy conversion
efﬁciency. We reveal that oxygen vacancies in H-BiOI introduce
shallow acceptor levels, which facilitate hole transfer at the
interface between BiOI and substrates as well as the interface
between BiOI and electrolytes. Furthermore, the plasmonic effects
in Au NPs enhance light absorption, hot-carrier injection, and
resonant energy transfer in the photocathodes. With advantages of
improved electrical conductivity, high surface areas of NFAs, and
plasmonic effects, our Au@H-BiOI photocathodes exhibit an AM
1.5G photocurrent density of 3.6  0.1 mA/cm2 at 0 V versus
reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) with over 80% Faradaic
efﬁciency, which is higher than other BiOI electrodes previously
reported [17,39]. The maximum photoconversion efﬁciency can
reach 0.55% with a photocurrent of 0.95 mA/cm2. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the ﬁrst demonstration of combining plasmonic
effects with oxygen vacancies in p-type BiOI photocathodes to
promote the PEC performance, which opens up new opportunities
for both the fundamental study of plasmonic effects in p-type
semiconductors and the design of robust, efﬁcient tandem or
hybrid high-performance photocathodes for PEC cells.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Synthesis of BiOI NFAs
All the reagents were of analytical grade and used without any
further puriﬁcation. Deionized (DI) water was used in all experiments. BiOI NFA ﬁlms were synthesized on ﬂuorine-doped tin
oxide (FTO) glass substrates using an electrodeposition method
reported previously [40]. Brieﬂy, 50 mL of 0.8 M Bi(NO3)3 and 8 M
KI (pH = 1.7) were added to 20 mL of 0.23 M p-benzoquinone
absolute ethanol solution. Pt wire and saturated Ag/AgCl were used
as the counter electrode and reference electrode in all the
electrochemical experiments. The cathodic deposition was carried
out potentiostatically at 0.14 V for 3 mins. The samples were
rinsed with DI water and dried at room temperature.
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2.4. Structural and compositional characterizations
The structures and compositions of the samples were
characterized with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (FEI
Quanta 650), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (200 kV,
JEM2010-HR), and X-ray diffractometer (XRD) (Rikagu MiniFlex
600). Total transmittance and diffuse reﬂectance spectra were
measured with a Cary 500 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer
attached to a Labsphere DRA-CA-5500 integrating sphere. A bare
FTO substrate was employed as a baseline standard, and corrected
values of transmittance (T) were used to calculate the absorbance
(A) using:
A = log10 (T)

(1)

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were
performed on a Kratos AXIS Ultra DLD spectrometer with a
monochromated Al Ka X-ray source (hn = 1486.5 eV). CasaXPS
(Version 2.3.15) software was used to analyze the XPS spectra. The
adventitious carbon 1 s peak was used as a reference with a binding
energy (B.E.) of 285 eV.
2.5. PEC measurements and analyses
PEC measurements were conducted in a 3-neck glass electrode
cell with the sample being measured as the working electrode. The
illumination source was a 150 W Xe arc lamp (Newport, 6255)
directed at the quartz PEC cell (100 mW/cm2). All the electrochemical measurements were performed on a CHI 660E electrochemical workstation at room temperature. The electrolyte used
was 0.5 M Na2SO4 aqueous solution. The gas evolution was
conducted at the same condition with a bias of +0.2 V vs RHE.
The measurements were performed in three cycles for each
photocathode. Between each cycle, the solution was renewed and
the test system was reset to zero.
The incident-photon-to-current conversion efﬁciency (IPCE)
was calculated from chronoamperometry measurements using a
Newport Oriel Cornerstone 130 1/8 m monochromator (Photon
Technology International). The monochromator slit size was set to
0.75 mm  2 mm, and the light power was measured with a silicon
photodetector (Newport, 818-UV, Newport). The IPCE values were
calculated using the following equation:
IPCEðlÞ ¼

1240J ðlÞ
 100%
l  PðlÞ

ð2Þ

where l is the wavelength (nm), J(l) is the photocurrent density
(mA/cm2), and P(l) is the incident-power density of the
monochromated light (mW/cm2). The photo-conversion efﬁciencies (h) of the as prepared photocathodes were calculated from the
experimental J–V curves by assuming 100% Faradaic efﬁciency
according to the following equation:
JPMax  VPMax
 100%
Pin

2.2. Hydrogen Treatment for Preparation of H-BiOI

hðlÞ ¼

Hydrogen treatment was carried out in an MTI tube furnace.
The as-deposited BiOI thin ﬁlms were annealed in a pure hydrogen
atmosphere (99.9%, 1 bar, 50 sccm gas ﬂow) for 20 mins at variable
temperatures.

where JPmax and VPmax are the current density (mW/cm2) and
photovoltage (V vs RHE) at the maximum power point and Pin
(mW/cm2) is the incoming light ﬂux (100 mW/cm2). MottSchottky plots were generated from capacitance obtained from
the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurement
at each potential with a frequency of 10 kHz.

2.3. Deposition of Au NPs on BiOI/H-BiOI NFAs
Au NPs were deposited on BiOI NFAs using an AC sputtering
system (Denton Vacuum Desk II Gold sputter). The coverage of Au
NPs was controlled by sputtering time at a constant current of
50 mA.

ð3Þ

2.6. Numerical simulations
The numerical simulations on plasmonic properties of NPs were
performed using FDTD Solutions (Lumerical), a commercial FDTD
Maxwell Equation solver. Based on experimental measurements, a
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spherical Au NP (diameter = 20 nm) on the surface of BiOI
nanoplate is used as a model. Linearly polarized light is illuminated
vertically onto the substrate. The reﬂected light and electromagnetic ﬁeld were collected with a two-dimensional (2D) frequencydomain power detector and electric-ﬁeld detector, respectively.
3. Results and Discussions
We comparatively studied a series of nanostructured Au@HBiOI electrodes with variable coverage of Au NPs to understand the
roles of surface plasmons and oxygen vacancies in PEC water
reduction. Fig. 1 summarizes the structural and compositional
properties of a representative Au@H-BiOI electrode where the
sputtering time for Au NPs is 8 secs. The SEM images in Figs. 1a–c
show that the H-BiOI NFAs with a thickness of 20 nm are
randomly oriented with variable gaps among them, leading to high
surface areas for enhanced chemical reactions. The network of the
ultra-thin H-BiOI nanoﬂakes is expected to have high electron-hole
separation efﬁciency [41,42], thus allowing the generated minority
carriers to diffuse to the surfaces before they recombine. The
network’s high surface area morphology exposes sufﬁcient active
sites to the solution, facilitating the chemical process. The
plasmon-enhanced electromagnetic ﬁelds localized at the interfaces of Au NPs and BiOI (H-BiOI) can penetrate into the majority of
the ultra-thin nanoﬂakes. The TEM image in Fig. 1d shows the
formation of the Au NPs (with a mean diameter of 20 nm) on the
BiOI NFAs. In Fig. 1e, the high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image of an
Au NP reveals its crystal structure. The lattice fringe spacing of
0.235 nm matches well with the Au(111) plane of face-centered
cubic (FCC) structure. The XRD spectra in Fig. 1f also conﬁrms the
tetragonal structure of BiOI (JCPDS #:10-0445) and the FCC Au
(JCPDS #:2-1095), indicating the crystalline phases of Au@H-BiOI.
We measured the optical absorption of BiOI, H-BiOI, Au@BiOI,
and Au@H-BiOI on FTO substrates using diffused reﬂectance

UV–vis spectroscopy. The measured transﬂectance (transmittance + reﬂectance) values of all the ﬁlms and a reference FTO
substrate were used to calculate absorbance values for each BiOI
ﬁlm. As shown in Fig. 2a, a noticeable shoulder starts at a
wavelength of 640 nm in the pristine BiOI spectrum, which
corresponds to the electronic band gap of the pristine BiOI
(1.7–1.8 eV) [37]. For the Au@BiOI (sputtering time: 8 secs), an
additional absorption centered at 568 nm appears due to the
excitation of the localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) of
Au NPs. LSPRs can be easily tuned to overlap with the
semiconductor absorption wavelengths to enhance physical and
chemical properties. Precise tuning can be accomplished because
the wavelength of plasmon resonance relies on the size, shape, and
distribution of Au NPs which can be controlled [43]. When the
sputtering time was increased to 10 secs, the LSPR peak made a
redshift of 7 nm due to the increased size of the NPs and the
variation of inter-particle distance. Compared with BiOI, H-BiOI
has the enhanced visible-light absorption at wavelengths longer
than 640 nm, which is attributed to electronic transitions between
defect states and band-edge states in the H-BiOI [44]. This spectra
change suggests possible modiﬁcation in crystal structure of the
ﬁlm during hydrogen treatment. Due to the combined effects of
LSPRs and hydrogenation [45], the Au@H-BiOI has a signiﬁcant
improvement in visible-light absorption, which can beneﬁt the PEC
performance.
We applied chopped-light linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) to
characterize the pristine BiOI and H-BiOI photoelectrodes to gain
insight into the effects of hydrogenation on the PEC performance.
As shown in Fig. S1 in Supporting Information, the photocurrent
density of pristine BiOI is 0.3 mA/cm2 at 0 V vs RHE, which is much
lower than that of H-BiOI. The photocurrent density for H-BiOI at
0 V vs RHE gradually increases and drastically decreases upon the
increase in the annealing temperature for hydrogenation. The
decreased photocurrent density at the higher temperature can be

Fig. 1. SEM images of Au@H-BiOI with the different magniﬁcations: (a) intermediate, (b) low (Inset shows the “ﬂower” nanoarchitecture), and (c) high. TEM images of Au@HBiOI with (d) low resolution and (e) high resolution (Inset is the size distribution of NPs). (f) XRD spectra for pristine H-BiOI and Au@H-BiOI.
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Fig. 2. (a) Optical absorption spectra of pristine BiOI, H-BiOI, Au@BiOI with sputtering time of 8 secs and 10 secs, and Au@H-BiOI with sputtering time of 10 secs. (b) Linearsweep voltammograms for pristine BiOI, Au@BiOI, and Au@H-BiOI with different sputtering times. The measurements were carried out in a 0.2 M aqueous Na2SO4 with a pH of
7 under a solar simulator (AM 1.5, 100 mW/cm2). The scan rate is 20 mV/s. The dark scan is also included. (c) Calculated solar-energy conversion efﬁciencies for the different
photoelectrodes based on a three-electrode system. (d) IPCE spectra of pristine BiOI, H-BiOI, Au@BiOI, and Au@H-BiOI photoelectrodes. The sputtering time of Au is 10 secs. All
the measurements were carried out at an applied potential of 0.1 V vs RHE. The absorbance spectrum of Au NPs is also included.

attributed to either the degradation of FTO substrates or the
occurrence of excess amount of defects such as Bi and O vacancies
that could possibly introduce trap states into the band gap of BiOI
[45,46].
A typical LSV was applied to evaluate the effects of Au NPs and
oxygen vacancies on the photocurrent of the electrodes, as shown
in Fig. 2b. The dark scan led to negligible current. Under light
illumination, Au@BiOI yielded an enhanced cathodic photocurrent,
which reached 1.25 mA/cm2 at 0 V vs RHE. The photocurrent
densities in Au@BiOI with sputtering time of 5-10 secs double that
of pristine BiOI at 0.6  0.1 V vs RHE. This suggests that decoration
by Au NPs promoted the harvesting of solar light via plasmoninduced enhancement.
A larger photocurrent enhancement was observed for Au@HBiOI. The Au@H-BiOI (with sputtering time of 10 secs) yielded a
photocurrent of 3.55 mA/cm2 at 0 V vs RHE. That is almost 18 times
that of pristine BiOI (0.2 mA/cm2). The improved photocurrent
indicates the synergistic effects of plasmonic enhancements and
hydrogenation in Au@H-BiOI. However, the photocurrent of Au@HBiOI decreased when the sputtering time was further increased to
20 secs. The decreased photocurrent could be attributed to the
enhanced blocking and charge-trapping effects by Au NPs with the
increased size and density [47].

We calculated the photoconversion efﬁciencies h for BiOI,
H-BiOI, and Au@H-BiOI photocathodes based on Eq. (3) [48]. Fig. 2c
shows the photoconversion efﬁciencies as a function of applied
bias potentials. The dependence of photoconversion efﬁciency on
the Au NPs and hydrogenation is similar to that of photocurrent.
The Au@H-BiOI with the sputtering time of 10 secs achieved the
highest conversion efﬁciency of 0.55% at 0.59 V vs RHE.
To further investigate the effects of hydrogenation, we
conducted the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) on
BiOI and H-BiOI at a frequency of 10 kHz. Capacitances (C) were
derived from the EIS measurements as a function of potential (V),
leading to Mott-Schottky plots as shown in Fig. 3. The negative
slopes on both plots indicate the p-type semiconductor behaviors
of both ﬁlms. The plots were developed based on a planar electrode
model rather than the actual nanostructured electrodes, which
accounts for their deviation from a linear proﬁle. The slopes in a
linear regime of 0.4 to 0.2 V vs Ag/AgCl are used to estimate the
acceptor density according to this equation:
Na = (2/e0ee0)/[d(1/C2)/dV]

(4)

where Na is the acceptor density, e0 is the electron charge, e is the
dielectric constant of BiOI, e0 is the permittivity of vacuum, and V is
the applied bias at the electrode. The acceptor densities of BiOI and
H-BiOI were estimated to be 1.4  1016 cm3 and 6.5  1017 cm3,
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Fig. 3. Mott-Schottky plots for BiOI and H-BiOI (hydrogenation at 250  C) based on
EIS measurements in a 0.2 M phosphate buffer (pH = 7) and dark with a frequency of
10 kHz.

respectively. The increased density in H-BiOI is expected to
improve the PEC performance by enhancing the carrier transfer at
the interface of BiOI and FTO substrate and suppressing the bulk
carrier recommendation.
To gain further insight into the physical mechanisms causing
the enhanced photocurrent density by the LSPRs and hydrogenation, we measured their photoactivity as a function of the
wavelength of incident light. Fig. 2d shows the IPCE data for the
pristine BiOI, H-BiOI, Au@BiOI, and Au@H-BiOI, which were
measured (at 0.1 V vs RHE) under the same conditions. The
absorbance of Au NPs is also included for a comparison. The IPCE
spectrum of pristine BiOI has a low conversion efﬁciency with
wavelengths from 350 to 550 nm and becomes negligible ( < 1%)
with wavelengths longer than 630 nm (corresponding to the
optical absorption edge of BiOI). The H-BiOI has a larger IPCE
enhancement towards the short-wavelength regime. The EIS
measurements reveal that the H-BiOI NFAs exhibited a substantially smaller Mott-Schottky slope compared to pristine BiOI
electrodes, indicating that either the acceptor density of BiOI NFAs
was increased after the hydrogenation or there was a change in the
dielectric constant of the ﬁlms [49]. We believe that the
hydrogenation-induced oxygen vacancies (Fig. S2) act as shallow
acceptors, introducing acceptor levels in the band gap, thus
altering the electronic states [50]. The hole transport in BiOI is
facilitated and the Fermi level of BiOI is shifted toward its valence
band [51–53]. As a result, the oxygen vacancies can facilitate carrier
separation at the interface of the semiconductor and the
electrolyte by increasing the band bending. Therefore, the bulk
recombination was suppressed.
Au@BiOI samples exhibit different IPCE enhancement behaviors
from H-BiOI. By comparing the BiOI and Au@BiOI curves in Fig. 2d,
we can see that the addition of Au NPs enhances the photocurrent
with the wavelengths from 550 to 580 nm. This matches the
wavelength range of the LSPRs of the NPs and thus reveals the
plasmonic effects on the enhancement. By combining the
plasmonic effects of Au NPs and the hydrogenation, we can
achieve the largest enhancement of IPCE in Au@H-BiOI. To
understand the physical mechanisms behind the photocurrent
enhancement, we analyzed the various plasmonic effects. Light
scattering and direct plasmonic heat generation effects can be
excluded since the small Au NPs ( 20 nm) in our samples have the
minimal scattering cross section [33] and the plasmon-induced
thermal energy is lower than the energy required for the splitting

of a water molecule (1.23 eV) [34]. The overlap between the optical
absorption spectra of BiOI, H-BiOI, and those of Au NPs indicates
that both PRET and the plasmon-enhanced light absorption by BiOI
and H-BiOI can occur in the composites [54]. The latter is due to the
concentrated and enhanced electromagnetic ﬁelds at the nanoﬂakes by the LSPRs in the Au NPs. Other possible contributors to
the enhanced photocurrent could be the plasmon-induced hotcarrier injection from Au NPs to BiOI, H-BiOI, and/or the Au
catalysis. The hot-carrier injection is driven by the non-radiative
decay of the LSPRs in Au NPs [55].
We simulated the near-ﬁeld distributions at a single Au NP on a
single BiOI nanoﬂake upon excitation of the LSPRs using the ﬁnitedifference time-domain (FDTD) method. Fig. 4 shows the electric
ﬁeld distribution for the hybrid electrodes. The electromagnetic
response of these ﬁlms is dominated by local “hot spots” that can
be seen at the edge of the Au NP. The plasmon-enhanced electrical
ﬁelds at the Au NP penetrate into the BiOI nanoﬂake with the
strongest enhancements at the Au-BiOI interface. This process
results in the rapid formation of electron-hole pairs near the
surface of Au NP and BiOI. Furthermore, the photon absorption rate
(and hence electron-hole pair generation rate) is much higher than
that of the pristine BiOI. The penetration length of the enhanced
ﬁelds into the BiOI is 20 nm. Therefore, the plasmonic NPs can
effectively couple and focus light from far ﬁeld into near ﬁeld at the
BiOI with the intensity enhancements. The near-ﬁeld amplitudes
lead to the signiﬁcantly improved light absorption by the
semiconductor at the optical energy larger than the bandgap
and the resultant increased rate of formation of electron-hole pairs
at the interface. Due to the small thickness of BiOI and the
inﬂuence of the surface potential, the electron-hole pairs are
readily separated and the distance to migrate to the BiOI surfaces,
where the water-splitting reactions occur, is reduced. With the
enhancements in the electron-hole pair generation, separation,
and transport, the plasmonic NPs on the ultra-thin BiOI exhibit the
improved PEC performance.
Fig. 5 proposes multiple performance-enhancement mechanisms for the Au@H-BiOI photocathodes, which occur due to the
effects of hydrogenation of BiOI and LSPRs of Au NPs. Firstly,
hydrogen treatment creates oxygen vacancies in the BiOI NFAs,
which introduces shallow acceptor levels in the band gap of BiOI
[50]. Ionization of these levels activates the conduction process.
Upon the light illumination, electrons can transit from either the
valence band to the oxygen vacancy energy levels or from the
oxygen vacancy energy levels to the conduction band [43].
Meanwhile, the increase of oxygen vacancies enhances acceptor
density in BiOI NFAs, which improves the “hole” transport [56,57]

Fig. 4. A cross-sectional view of FDTD-simulated near-ﬁeld electromagnetic
distributions at the interface of an Au NP and a BiOI nanoﬂake. The dashed line
indicates the outline of the nanoﬂake and Au NP.
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Fig. 5. Schematic illustration of the roles of surface plasmons and oxygen vacancies in the enhanced solar water splitting of the Au@H-BIOI photocathode.

both within the H-BiOI nanoﬂakes and at the BiOI-FTO interfaces.
In addition, the Fermi level of BiOI is shifted towards its valence
band due to the increased shallow acceptors, which facilitates the
electron-hole separation at the BiOI-electrolyte interface by
increasing the degree of band bending at the BiOI surface [53].
Further, upon excitation of the LSPRs, the Au NPs on H-BiOI can
act as nanoantennas to localize the optical energy at the nanoscale
around the NPs. When the optical absorption of H-BiOI has an
overlap with the LSPRs of the Au NPs, the near-ﬁeld electromagnetic localization and enhancements improve the light absorption
by H-BiOI and facilitate the generation of electron-hole pairs. Due
to the spatially inhomogeneous electromagnetic ﬁeld distributions
(strongest close to plasmonic Au), the highest concentration of the
photoexcited electron-hole pairs occurs at the NP-H-BiOI interfaces. Moreover, the surface potential promotes the separation of
electron-hole pairs and shortens their distance to travel to the HBiOI surfaces.
In addition, the non-irradiative decay of the LSPRs on Au NPs
generates hot electron carriers. The hot electrons are injected to
the photocathode, trapped within the holes in H-BiOI. This may
result in more efﬁcient electron hole separation of H-BiOI. An
increased amount of photoelectrons produced react with photons
and in turn create better photocurrent and water reduction
activity. Meanwhile, some of the hot electrons may interact with
protons in the water to generate hydrogen, which has been
demonstrated by Lee et al. [58,59]. Lastly, there is PRET that
contributes to the carrier generation in H-BiOI.
We performed the water-splitting experiments on the PEC cells
with the different types of photocathodes. Fig. 6 shows the
hydrogen evolution tests at 0.2 V vs RHE. Under irradiation by AM
1.5 illumination, 29.0  0.10, 7.19  0.11, and 2.56  0.12 mmol/
hcm2 of H2 molecules are generated by the Au@H-BiOI, Au@BiOI,
and BiOI photocathodes, respectively. The theoretical amounts of
the H2 evolution are calculated from the corresponding photocurrent by assuming 100% Faradaic efﬁciency as 34.14, 9.33, and
3.15 mmol/hcm2, respectively. Hence, the actual faradaic efﬁciencies for all the electrodes are higher than 80%. BiOI is stable in
neutral solutions even at a bias, leading to high Faraday efﬁciencies
for all the samples. However, it is probable that the nanostructure
may have reduction in their integrity due to the oxidation of iodine
if positive bias is applied for a very long time. The higher hydrogen

Fig. 6. Time courses of H2 evolution for pristine BiOI, Au@BiOI, and Au@H-BiOI
(250  C) photoelectrodes under AM 1.5G solar simulator in 0.2 M Na2SO4 aqueous
solution at an applied bias of 0.2 V vs RHE.

evolution in Au@BiOI (compared with BiOI) further conﬁrms the
contributions of Au NPs to the enhanced water splitting. The
enhancements can arise from both the plasmonic effects and the
catalytic effect of Au [57]. The highest hydrogen evolution in the
Au@H-BiOI electrodes indicates that the synergy of Au NPs and
hydrogenation further improves the performance in the PEC
hydrogen evolution.
4. Conclusion
In summary, composites consisting of Au NPs and hydrogenated
p-type BiOI NFAs have been developed as hydrogen-evolving
photocathodes for PEC devices. The composite electrodes provide
platforms for the study of the defect engineering in semiconductors and the plasmon-enhanced photoelectrochemistry.
The enhanced performances of the Au@H-BiOI photocathodes with
regard to photocurrent, Faradaic efﬁciency, and photoconversion
efﬁciency can be attributed to the plasmonic effects of Au NPs, the
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hydrogenation-induced oxygen vacancies, and the small thickness
of NFAs. Future work on separating and controlling the various
plasmonic effects will be of signiﬁcance for both the fundamental
understanding of electron and energy transfer in the composite
photoelectrodes and the optimal operation of the PEC cells.
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